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Our objective for the Water Census: 

To place technical information and tools in the 
hands of stakeholders, allowing them to answer 
two primary questions about water availability:

Does the Nation have enough freshwater to meet 
both human and ecological needs?

Will this water be present to meet future needs?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emphasize this objective and the questions to be answered



P.L. 111-11 Subtitle F
(SECURE Water Act as signed by the President March 30, 2009)

Section 9501:  Findings

Section 9502:  Definitions

Section 9503:  Reclamation Climate Change and Water Program

Section 9504:  Water Management Improvement

Section 9505:  Hydroelectric Power Assessment 

Section 9506:  Climate Change and Water Intergovernmental Panel

Section 9507:  Water Data Enhancement by United States 
Geological Survey 
Full National Streamflow Information Program. 
Creates a National Groundwater Resources Monitoring Program and a Brackish 
Groundwater Assessment.

Section 9508:  Water Availability Assessments 
Creates a national program to study water quality and quantity. 
Requires first report in 2012 and every 5 years thereafter. 
Grants are available to assist state agencies in developing and integrating state water 
use data. 

Section 9509:  Research Agreement Authority

Section 9510:  Effect

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emphasize Section 9507 – the Brackish Groundwater Study Emphasize Section 9508 as the core of the Water Census – the National Assessment of Water Availability and Use



Report to Congress - Every 5 years thereafter:

1. The current availability of water resources in the United States,

2. Significant trends affecting water availability, including 
documented or projected impacts as a result of global climate 
change,

3. The withdrawal and use of surface water and groundwater by 
various sectors, 

4. Significant trends relating to each water use sector, including 
significant changes in water use due to the development of new 
energy supplies,

5. Significant water use conflicts or shortages that have occurred 
or are occurring,

6. Each factor that has caused, or is causing, a conflict or shortage.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Run through the six reporting objectives with emphasis on the last two.



Account for water with a “budget”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do we account for water availability? We start with a water budget. Similar to your financial budget, it counts the inputs, withdrawals, and changes in amount of water in each component of the water cycle. In this simple diagram, green arrows represent exchanges with the atmosphere – precipitation and evapotranspiration , gray arrows represent human withdrawals and return flows, and blue arrows represent movement of water within and between components of the watershed – the aquifers and the stream. Each arrow represents a “flux” or movement of water from one component to another.



• Precipitation

• Evapotranspiration

• Storage in Reservoirs, 
Lakes, Snow and Ice

• Surface Water

• Groundwater

– Recharge rates

– Water level in aquifers

• Ecological Needs

• Water Withdrawals

• Return Flows

• Consumptive Uses

• Run-of-the-River Uses

A Nationwide System to deliver water 
accounting information addressing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the primary new capabilities would be a nationwide system to deliver information about the key water availability indicators that every manager needs to know when dealing with availability questions. How much of our water does reside in each one of these components as we move across the nation and throughout the seasons? We plan to answer that question through the Water Census.



And if you could get that info for all accounting components

Surface Storage

Recharge

ET

Baseflow

Runoff

Precipitation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s envision USGS providing the same kind of coverage for all the water budget components. And we will deliver this information through a web-based tool that will allow stakeholders to access the information at scales from small watersheds to multistate river basins, construct their own water budgets, and access information about trends. This effort will involve cooperation across a variety of agencies like Reclamation, Army Corps, NOAA, and Agriculture, just to name a few. We work together to provide answers to water questions.



Information Delivery
A web application for delivering water availability information at scales 

that are relevant to the user

Select the area of 
interest.

Generate 
information on 
water accounting 
components

Work with the 
online tool to 
construct your 
water budget

Access trend 
information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We want to provide a standard way of analyzing and presenting water availability information.We intend to deliver this information through a web-based application that allows the user to select from very local to multi-state scales. Our current thinking is to work through the platform of our StreamStats application.  Water managers would be able to select a basin, generate the information on water accounting components, construct their own water budget, and access trend information.



Enhancing the Nation’s Water Use Information

Use New Methods to Estimate 
Water Use

• Stratified Random Sampling
• Regression Models

Ability to track water from
point of withdrawal thru to 

return of flow.

Develop models of 
water use based on 

land use

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We want to invest significantly in the science of water use – to develop better means of estimating water use as recommended by the National Research Council. We will make a significant investment in reinstituting estimates of consumptive use. Our ultimate objective will be to track the drop of water from where it is withdrawn, to how it is used and consumed, and ultimate how its flow is returned to the environment.



New Authority: Water Use Grants to States

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The map you see shown depicts the intensity of total water withdrawals and how that varies across the country through the “contours” or elevated areas on the map. The USGS investment in water use science will include a program of grants to state water resource agencies to assist them with critical work on their water use databases. This information is vital to our understanding of the current and historical trends in water demand. This is a new authority under the SECURE Water Act, which allows each State to receive up to $250K in grants for improvements to their water use data.



Understanding Flow Needs for Wildlife and Habitat

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can our water sustain important habitats? Once again, we don’t know. Only through new scientific applications can we provide the answer to this question.Water managers, in places like the Klamath River Basin, need help with this issue.The Klamath River Basin is experiencing a water conflict between salmon and endangered fish species habitats and agricultural  uses. A water census will help land managers make informed decisions about maintaining a balance between healthy habitats and agricultural use. We will invest in the science of ecological flows to classify our streams for analysis, systematically examine the ecological effects of flow alteration, and from this, develop a relationship between flow alteration and ecological response for each class of stream. From this information, state water managers can establish ecological flow goals in their respective states. 



Use the strength of and
enhance the resources
within this program to provide
the information on:

• Recharge
• GW yields
• Changes in storage.
• Saltwater Intrusion
• Trends in GW Indices
• Artificial Recharge
• GW/SW Interactions

Assess Groundwater’s role in Water Availability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will invest resources in expanding our work through the Survey’s Groundwater Resources Program. This program assesses groundwater availability through studies of principal aquifer systems. We will concentrate on those systems that account for the greatest groundwater use. The new resources planned in the initiative will give us the ability to double the number of studies starting in 2011. From these studies, we will obtain the information we need about recharge, yields, changes in storage, etc. for the Water Census.



Continue and strengthen 
the effort begun under the 
Challenge Projects RFP 
for 2010

• Locations of the res.
• Hydrologic properties
• Water quality properties
• Current uses

Assess the Nation’s Brackish Resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will use some of the resources of this initiative to continue and complete an analysis of the Nation’s brackish aquifer systems. This analysis is a priority under the SECURE Water Act and the USGS began this effort in 2010 with the initiation of three regional studies on brackish aquifers. The initiative will give us the ability to double our efforts in this area.



Geographically focused studies in selected watersheds:

- Colorado River
- Delaware River
- ACF Rivers

Significant competition over water resources.

Work collaboratively with stakeholders to 
comprehensively assess the technical aspects of water 
availability.



Focused Water Availability Assessments

State, Local, Regional
Stakeholder Involvement

SW Trends, 
Precipitation, etc

Defined Technical 
Questions to
be Answered

Eco Flows

Water Use

Water Quality Groundwater
Resources

Global Change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Within the focus area studies, the USGS will work with stakeholders to define the technical questions to which we can contribute meaningful information and then bring all of the Survey’s tools to bear on those technical issues. These studies will be conducted over a three year period of time and each study will be funded at $1.5M over the three year period. We strongly encourage looking for areas where collaborations can occur with other activities in these basins, such as the Bureau of Reclamation’s River Basin Supply and Demand Studies and the various climate science efforts.



Eric J Evenson
Water Census Coordinator
U.S. Geological Survey
810 Bear Tavern Road, Suite 206
Trenton, New Jersey  08628

609-771-3904
eevenson@usgs.gov
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